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passages where the name is found in the Maha
Bharata appears really to refer to the Muoda: VI, 56,
2410, the poet describes the order of battle adopted by
Bhlsma : on the left wing are the Munda, with the
Karusa, the Vikunja, the Kaundivr§a. Of the peoples,
the last two are otherwise unknown: the KarSsa on the
contrary, appears fairly often (of. Pargiter, Mark. P., p.
341); they lived to the south of K§& and Vatsa, between
Cedi and Magadha. Their territory, therefore, covered'
partly Baghelkhand and Bundelkhand; and towards the
south-east bordered the country still occupied by the
Munda. Other passages of the epic where the name of
Munda is met with, III, 51, 1991; VII, 119, 4728-
4730 have a quite different signification; they apply to
a population of the north-western frontier of India
designated by the nickname of "shaved heads/' and
specially to the Kamboja of the country of Kabul. The
Hindus who are bound by their religion to wear a tuft
(cuda) on the top of their head, despised the foreign
populations who shaved their whole head ; "ghaved like a
Greek/' " shaved like a Kamboja" (yavanamunda, Kam-
dojamu^a) were expressions in vogue from the time of
Panini; the GanapStha places them at the beginning of
the gana Mayuravyarhsakadi on P. 2, 1, 72. The
Vgyu P., 45, 123 names the Munr-a in its lisjb j>£ the
peoples of Eastern India4 between Pragjyotisa (north
Bengal) and Videha .CTirhut), before Tamaliptaka (Tamluk
on the Hugly), Malla and Magadha. The MSrkancJeya
P., 57, 44, in an almost identical verse, substitutes for
Muntfa the name of Madra, which is evidently erroneous,
because the Madras are in the Punjab. It can be seen
here, by yet another example, how very unstable proper
names are unless their fame is sufficient to ensure their

